Find the matching bag
Can you help Ben Flyin find the matching bag?
Where is my sports equipment?

Can you help Ben Flyin find his badminton shuttle, baseball, basketball, barbell, bicycle, bowling ball, soccer ball, golf club, ice skate and ski?
Use the chart on the right to see what Ben Flyin Adventure Bear is thinking.
Which two airplanes are alike?

United Airlines flies many different styles of aircraft. Can you find two identical planes in the grouping above?
Can you navigate through the maze without crossing over the plane or clouds?
World word search

Find the city names hidden vertically, horizontally, diagonally and backwards in this puzzle:

Aruba  |  Denver  |  Hong Kong  |  New York  |  Singapore
Boston |  Dublin  |  Los Angeles |  Orlando  |  Tokyo
Brussels |  Guam   |  London     |  Paris     |  Washington D.C.
Chicago |  Honolulu |  Miami     |  Rome     |
Cabo    |  Houston  |  New Orleans |  San Francisco |